Creating 3D Embroidery - Tips on how to create 3D puff embroidery
Creating Appliqué - Tips on how to create appliqué
Creating Patches - Tips on how to create patches

INSTRUCTIONAL
How to - Density Setting for Various Threads - Chart of the correct density setting for varying threads
How to Choose the Correct Backing - Cut Away, Tear Away or specialty? Know which to use
How to Choose the Correct Needle - Know which needle size recommended for each thread
How to Determine How Much Thread to Order - Know how many stitches a cone and spool yields
How to Understand Care Symbols - Know what the garment care symbols stand for
How to Wash Embroidered Garments - Know how to properly launder embroidered garments

PRODUCT SPECIFIC
Using E-Zee Aqua Water Soluble Topping - Advantages of using E-Zee Aqua and how to use it
Using Hook Wash - Know what it does
Using Magic Ink Pens - Tips on using Magic Ink Pens
Using the Bobbin Tension Gauge - How to use the Towa Bobbin Thread Gauge
Using the Upper Thread Tension Gauge - How to use an Upper Thread Tension Gauge

THREAD
Working with 60 Weight Thread - Tips on 60 weight thread
Working with Burmilana Thread - Tips on Madeira’s wool-blend Burmilana thread
Working with BurmilanaCo Thread - Tips on Madeira’s wool-blend BurmilanaCo thread
Working with Fire Fighter Thread - Tips on Madeira’s flame resistant Fire Fighter thread
Working with Frosted Matt Thread - Tips on Madeira’s matte finish Frosted Matt thread
Working with Metallic Thread - Tips on Madeira’s metallic thread

Madeira USA’s Professor T.H. Read brings you instructions on how to work with various specialty threads, backing, topping and other products.

Please visit www.madeirausa.com where these helpful instruction sheets are viewable and printable. Here is a list of what’s available now: